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Docs Migration app is more than an Exchange tool. It is a highly customizable application that can be used to migrate data between any type of formats. This solution can be used to migrate data from several applications including EML files, PDF files, pictures and even documents such as word files and . Docs Migration Docs Migration can easily export data from the . Leave no data-whatsoever on the source server if you want to migrate In addition,
it can backup your data to the cloud in multiple formats such as , , , , and even . Migrate eDiscovery projects, and handle data retention policies when migrating eDiscovery projects. Migrate data across and even consider multi-recipient users for . Docs Migration is a universal data migration tool with the flexibility and . Docs Migration allows users to select multiple document formats ( , , , , , , etc.) to convert for migration. Moreover, the solution
supports multi-recipient mailboxes, a , , , a , , , and . Docs Migration supports multi-recipient mailboxes. You can migrate data from multiple mailboxes and . It also supports to migrate data between different containers such as , , , , and . Docs Migration allows users to select multiple document formats ( , , , , , etc.) to convert for migration. The solution supports a , , , a , , , and . Create and verify data or eDiscovery projects For instance, the migrations
of eDiscovery and compliance projects are supported. Apart from data-migrations, users can also create and verify data or eDiscovery projects. Export data from multiple programs Docs Migration also supports . Docs Migration supports multiple operating systems. It works on all major operating systems such as , , , , , etc. Docs Migration supports cross-domain data-migration across different organizations. Docs Migration comes with its own user
interface. It can be installed onto and . Docs Migration can be deployed in different environments. Users of can view the documentation in the user interface. Docs Migration is compatible with . Docs Migration provides a user-friendly interface. It can be installed on and
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